scim system for cross domain identity management - the system for cross domain identity management scim specification is designed to make managing user identities in cloud based applications and services,
specifications bluetooth technology website - bluetooth specifications define the technology building blocks that developers use to create the interoperable devices that make up the thriving bluetooth, specification

technical standard wikipedia - a specification often refers to a set of documented requirements to be satisfied by a material design product or service a specification is often a type of, the open graph protocol - the open graph protocol enables any web page to become a rich object in a social graph, open archives initiative protocol for metadata - the open archives initiative protocol for metadata harvesting protocol version 2 0 of 2002 06 14 document version 2015 01 08 http www openarchives org oai 2 0, intel takes steps to enable thunderbolt 3 everywhere - what s new intel is well on its way to making the innovation delivered with thunderbolt 3 available to everyone today intel announced that it, core specifications bluetooth technology website - the bluetooth core specification defines the technology building blocks that developers use to create the interoperable devices that make up the thriving, frontline sodera wide band bluetooth protocol analyzer - with the frontline sodera wideband bluetooth protocol analyzer you see all bluetooth traffic on all channels everything that is in the air view, frontline test equipment packet sniffers protocol - frontline test equipment inc the leader in portable affordable pc based datacom test equipment and custom decodes, security content automation protocol csrg - the security content automation protocol scap is a synthesis of interoperable specifications derived from community ideas community participation is a great, rfc 793 transmission control protocol rfc793 - rfc 793 transmission control protocol darpa internet program protocol specification, um10204 i2c bus specification and user manual - document information um10204 i2c bus specification and user manual rev 6 4 april 2014 user manual info content keywords i2c i2c bus standard mode fast mode, teledyne lecroy protocol analyzer - teledyne lecroy is a leading provider of oscilloscopes protocol analyzers and related test and measurement solutions that enable companies across a wide range of, sparql query language for rdf world wide web consortium - abstract rdf is a directed labeled graph data format for representing information in the web this specification defines the syntax and semantics of the sparql, pmbus power system management protocol specification part - filename pmbus specification part ii rev 1 1 20070205 doc last saved 05 feb 2007 12 16 pmbus power system management protocol specification, astm international standards worldwide - astm compass webinar join us for a free interactive webinar on june 20 th to learn how astm compass can help you and your organization stay current as standards, rfc 2616 hypertext transfer protocol http 1 1 - http has been in use by the world wide web global information initiative since 1990 this specification defines the protocol referred to as http 1 1 and is an, ms devcentlp open specifications dev center - through the open specifications program microsoft is helping developers open new opportunities by making technical documents related to, work items 3gpp org - from the work plan perspective a wi is fully characterized by the following set of attributes unique id name release based on the completion date, specifications overview fido alliance - the fido alliance has published three sets of specifications for simpler stronger authentication fido universal second factor fido u2f fido universal, web authentication an api for accessing public key - abstract this specification defines an api enabling the creation and use of strong attested scoped public key based credentials by web applications for the, chainpoint blockchain proof anchoring standard - chainpoint is an open standard for anchoring data to a blockchain to create a timestamp proof of any data file or series of events, safari on iphone ipad 4 2 accelerometer websockets - apple didn t update yet safari documentation to reflect these new apis this information is based on javascript research and testing over safari itself i ve been
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